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Microtek Technology is one of leading names in the IT sector and now has got established in the
Power sector as well with their new-fangled and efficient models of Invertors and USP. Presently,
company has its own 25 sales and service centre across the country and planning to expand the
business with new and effective marketing and sale strategies. Microtek has entrenched and well-
defined network with more than 7000 distributors and dealers in India only. The company is
providing quality products having cutting edge technology and remarkable services that make the
brand the leading one and consumer durable.

The all new Invertors and UPS models are designed to present a fresh definition of technology and
maintain the high profile of the company and trust on their consumers. The talented and trained
engineering teams of the company are seriously dedicated to manufacture more improved and
upgraded models of Invertors and UPS after holding the winning flag in the IT sector. A senior
Director of the company put forward his view for IT sector as; IT field has large and endless scope
of growth and expansion in forthcoming years because extensive use of PCs for day to day and
every activity along with constantly downfall in their rates. Keeping this aspect in mind, now
company is planning to move forward toward the Power zone; hoping to progress with the same
speed and sales graph. The all new models are fully loaded with high class technology and features
in order to provide you great experience with its every product and their service.

Microtek Invertors designed so skillfully which not only attracts you but also provides you the 100%
quality and performance satisfaction. These Invertors fulfill your requirements more efficiently and
give you the practical value of your each invested penny. Microtek Technology is most convincing
and admirable brand which is well-known for their innovative and useful series of classic products.

India is the fast developing country and Microtek Technology is pledged to grow with the country
and provides a full and dedicated contribution from their side. Therefore, now company move a step
forward by joining the power division of the country. New Microtek Invertors give the strong and
straight competition to the already well-established brands of this field. If we consider itâ€™s worth part
than find that the price are pretty affordable which smartly return the value for your money. Every
model equipped with user friendly and unfussy operating part along with sound mechanism.

To gather more information just logon to www.naaptol.com, the incredible collection for quality
options; which offers you online most profitable and attractive deals.
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